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"What do Angela Merkel, Hillary Rodham Clinton, Christine Lagarde, Oprah Winfrey, Sheryl
Sandberg, JK Rowling and Beyoncé have in common?" was the headline in the English
newspaper The Observer in 2014. "Other than riding high in Forbes list of the world’s most
powerful women," journalist Tracy McVeigh wrote in answer to her own question, "they are also
all firstborn children in their families. Firstborn children really do excel."So what does it mean to
be an eldest daughter?Firstborns Lisette Schuitemaker and Wies Enthoven set out to discover
the big five qualities that characterize all eldest daughters to some degree. Eldest daughters are
responsible, dutiful, thoughtful, expeditious and caring. Firstborns are more intelligent than their
siblings, more proficient verbally and more motivated to perform. Yet at the same time they
seriously doubt that they are good enough. Being an eldest daughter can have certain
advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the way. Parents may worry
about their ‘difficult’ eldest girl who wants to be perfect in everything she does whilst her siblings
may not always understand her. "The Eldest Daughter Effect" shows how firstborn girls become
who they are and offers insights that can give them more freedom to move. And parents will gain
a better understanding of their firstborn children and can support them more fully on their way.

"I am an author, writing coach and publisher, and an eldest daughter; my business partner is the
youngest brother of three sisters. After reading The Eldest Daughter Effect I understood exactly
how our relationship worked, its positives and negatives. I was amazed to find what a typical
eldest daughter I am, and that so much of my attitudes and behaviour are coloured by this factor.
The book has led me to have endless, fascinating conversations with others I can now easily
identify as eldest daughters -- and I will be recommending it to all of them. If you are an eldest
daughter, you MUST read this book!" (Lucy McCarraher, author and managing editor, Rethink
Press)"Like looking at a reflection in the mirror--shrewdly discerning and comically accurate.
This book uncovers the mysteries of why we eldest daughters are who we are. Valuable for
those seeking insight into the eldest daughters in their lives. Even better for eldest daughters
trying to understand their own profound sense of responsibility, expeditiousness, and
perfectionism." (Holly Ruhl, Ph.D. Early Childhood Psychologist)"The Eldest Daughter Effect is a
page turner. I couldn' t put it down and raced through it in one go!! Now I want to share the book
with all my good friends - who of course are eldest daughters themselves - my walking buddy,
my step daughter and many professional colleagues. The five qualities of Eldest Daughters
(responsible, dedicated, expeditious, thoughtful, caring) even emerged as key descriptors of me
in the systemic constellation inquiries I have done with my community of practice - so I affirm
these research discoveries. I am indebted to Lisette and Wies for their insights, so beautifully
captured in lively vignettes and flowing prose that offer a truly rewarding read. Brava!!!!" (Marilyn



Hamilton, Eldest Daughter; Author of Integral City)"Using the Grounded Theory research
method, these authors set out to discover whatever they could about first born women. They
ended up with five common traits (responsible, dutiful, hands on, thoughtful, and caring) shared
by eldest daughters. Both eldest daughters themselves, they found that the insight gained from
their discoveries was extremely helpful. They are sharing the paradigm which they developed
from their research with readers, hoping that the information will prove useful to them as well.
More than just broad strokes, Schuitemaker and Enthoven get down to the nitty gritty, covering
topics like the 'Functional Eldest Daughter', the first four years, the danger of wanting to be
perfect, unrealistically high expectations of the first born, effects of undivided attention, why
eldest daughters tend to be smarter, 'Dethronement', 'Impostor Syndrome', the undervalued role
of the father, and the inseparable connection to those the eldest grew up with. I am an eldest
daughter and I found this book to be both enlightening and liberating. Written as much for
siblings of the eldest as for the eldest themselves, this is a highly detailed analysis of this
particular family dynamic. It offers exercises so the reader can self-evaluate in order to apply the
information to themselves. Clearly written and relevant, it’s a valuable resource for parents as
well as adult eldest daughters and their confused siblings." (Anna Jedrziewski, Retailing
Insight)“I found it a fascinating and educative read which made me think about my own eldest
daughter characteristics. Talking of it with my daughter, my daughter-in-law, my grand- daughter,
my granddaughter-in-law and even my grandson, all felt suddenly united in a new understanding
of their place in the family.” (Dame Gillian Wagner, PhD, author, former chair of Barnardo’s and
Carnegie UK Trust)“This book is impressive both because it is grounded in numerous scientific
studies on family constellations and behavior and because it offers a portal through which each
of us -- no matter where we are in our family systems -- can better under- stand the influence of
our birth order on who we become.” (Jim Garrison, PhD, author, founder and president, Ubiquity
University)"Lisette Schuitemaker discusses the characteristics and possible advantages or
challenges of being an eldest daughter, and also how the birth order of a child influences their
developing view of themselves and the world. READ THIS BOOK to discover some of the
qualities that distinguish the first born, which include an extraordinary sense of responsibility, a
tendency to take the lead, a fear of making mistakes, being hit hard by criticism and caring for
others to the point of exhaustion. First-born children sometimes have an innate intelligence and
do better at school than their younger siblings and often become accomplished leaders in
whatever field they chose to go onto. We also will discover the characteristics of the second child
and middle child, and how they also develop qualities which help the family to be more united.
Each child offers special advantages for the family unit. Some of the eldest daughters discussed
in this book are, Sheryl Sandberg, Lady Gaga, Whoopy Goldberg, and Meryl Streep. A good
read for eldest children and parents wishing to know more about the uniqueness of their
children, and also for understanding that the family is a unit where everyone finds the space to
express themselves." (Sheryl Glick, host of Healing from Within)About the AuthorLisette
Schuitemaker founded, ran, and sold a communications company before becoming a healer, life



coach, and personal development author. She studied the work of Wilhelm Reich as part of
obtaining her BSc in Brennan Healing Science. She is the author of The Childhood Conclusions
Fix and Childless Living and co-author of The Eldest Daughter Effect. Lisette lives and works in
Amsterdam, Netherlands.Wies Enthoven is a writer, journalist and teacher. Her focus is always
on the narrative people tell her. How do they look at themselves? What is their life story? Being
an eldest daughter, she discovered how much women in this position have in common.From the
AuthorLisette Schuitemaker has long observed similarities between herself and other eldest
daughters. After a career in communications, she obtained a BSc in Brennan Healing Science,
ran a private practice as a life-coach and now combines her psychological and writing
experience to write self-help books. Wies Enthoven is a writer, journalist and teacher. Her focus
is always on the narrative people tell her. How do they look at themselves? What is their life
story? Being an eldest daughter, she discovered how much women in this position have in
common. For more information see: http://oudstedochtereffect.nl --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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IntroductionWe struck up a friendship over thirty years ago. With Lisette quite tall and Wies quite
small, with Wies being a mother of two and Lisette a mere aunt, we look very different and have
shaped our lives differently. Yet, time and again we’ve come to the conclusion that the two of us
are remarkably similar.We’re both eldest daughters. That this position within our families has
shaped us both to a large degree has been a stunning discovery. Since we began to look at our
similarities through the eldest-daughter lens, we have become aware of underlying patterns in
our lives that we share with millions of other eldest daughters in the world. Thus the idea arose
to dive into our particular birth order position and write a book together on the effect of this
specific position within the family. Although there is growing interest in the lifelong effects of your
place in the family, as far as we know, this is a first: a book for eldest daughters by eldest
daughters.We boldly state that eldest daughters resemble one another. That we are alike in so
many aspects that we resemble each other more than we do our own siblings. Of course, in
many ways we are each different and unique, but still we dare say that eldest daughters are one
of a kind.With this book we want to celebrate our birth position and show how wonderfully close



we eldest daughters are to one another. We aim to shed light on the patterns that we share in
our thinking, feeling and doing. These patterns run deep as they stem from the period when we
were the only child; with our parents admiring our every move, many of us have felt like a little
queen, but then, all of a sudden, a sibling was born and we fell from our throne: from one minute
to the next we became the eldest.The Eldest Daughter DayTo start our research off we
organized a day exclusively for eldest daughters. Over one hundred women of all ages attended
this Eldest Daughter Day in Amsterdam, the Netherlands in March 2014. We had envisioned that
women who had never met before would recognize one another as if they were at a school
reunion and that is exactly what happened. As soon as they fell into animated conversations
while hanging up their coats, we knew something special was afoot. In the workshops that we
had designed for facts and stories to surface, they talked as if there was no tomorrow. They
opened up to each other and to us, as researchers, as if we had known each other all our lives.
In a way we had. In sharing what the effects on their lives had been of the role that they, as the
eldest daughter, fulfilled and continued to fulfil, all of us were moved by these unexpected levels
of recognition.In the weeks and months that followed we immersed ourselves in the invaluable
information that we had gathered on this one day. We followed the steps of Grounded Theory,
the method also used by the professor, bestselling author and yes, eldest daughter Brené
Brown. This relatively new way of working systematically with qualitative data wants you not to
have a hypothesis that you go out and find evidence for, but to do exactly the opposite: you start
with as much of a clean slate as possible.The underlying idea is that the fewer assumptions and
pre-stated theories you have, the more open you will be to what people are going to say about
the topic of research. The method predicts that when you categorize the conversations and
order your findings, you will start to see patterns. You will discover storylines that present
themselves over and over again. These lines and patterns, rising out of people’s daily life
experiences, will be the basis of your theory. The theory that you build from the ground up can
then be tested and supported with information gathered from the available literature and
research by others.So day after day we gazed at the long lists of subjects from the eldest
daughters’ lives that we had distilled from the stories they had shared with us. What patterns
could we detect? We arranged and rearranged our material, until one day a coherent image
started to present itself. Just like the method said it would. Suddenly we saw what had been
staring us in the face all along: time and again we ran into five major qualities that eldest
daughters all described to some degree and that siblings often named when referring to their
eldest sister. Once we had these big five qualities down, the rest all started to fall into place. That
is why the five major qualities that are typical for firstborn women form the core of this book.We
then went on to complement our own research with what we found in literature and online
sources. We avidly combed through books by the growing number of psychologists who
acknowledge the influence of birth order. We found research by academics who, sometimes
begrudgingly, had concluded from their data that birth order does indeed have an effect on – for
instance – intelligence. We read autobiographies of eldest daughters who had made their way in



the world with the unmistakable qualities we all share. We tested what we found on ourselves,
other eldest daughters, books by well-respected psychologists and all the other data that we
had gathered, until we had a clear picture.Broad strokesObviously there is no one single factor
that, to the exclusion of all others, drives the course of a person’s life. Where you were born
determines whether your staple food is bread or chapattis, pasta or rice. In which era you enter
this world marks whether you wear a gown or blue jeans. Who your parents are, what they have
been through in their lives, the unique combination of their genes and your character – all of this
has a part to play in how you turn out. However, in psychology up until recently the influence of
your particular place within your birth family has not been given the attention we feel it
deserves.Our experience is that birth order merits further research. Again and again we noticed
what an eye-opener it was for eldest daughters to find out that certain qualities are not as
individual as they had tended to think. An extraordinary sense of responsibility, a tendency to
take the lead, a fear of making mistakes, being hit hard by criticism, and caring for others to the
point of exhaustion – these are all qualities that eldest daughters typically display. Many eldest
daughters grow into hands-on, caring, dutiful women because these traits were fostered in them
as firstborns.Once you begin to see the pattern in the characteristics that eldest daughters
share, you may start to feel a sense of liberation. As is the case with any form of increased self-
knowledge, you will find that a growing awareness of the patterns that underlie your behaviour
gives you a choice. When you understand why you’ve always wanted to get everything right all
the time, this insight can help you to better manage future occasions when your tendency
towards perfectionism arises.Now you can consciously determine your action and choose
whether you wish to apply this quality or not, instead of just responding to what happens. Once
you realize why it is that you always feel responsible for all and sundry, you can start to allow
yourself to hold back so you are not forever the one who makes the reservations for the family
dinner, buys the collective present or picks up sweet old Auntie Sue. You’ll learn that it is OK if
you go back on what you had implied you would do. You’ll find the world does not end when you
act without having gone out of your way to obtain permission from all involved.As authors, we
have benefitted greatly from the insights we have gained in researching and writing this book.
There is no doubt in our minds that the more you deepen your insight into the patterns of the
eldest-daughter paradigm, the freer you will start to feel. You will no longer need to be scared, as
Lisette has been ever since she can remember, that people invariably expect too much and
once they get to know you, they’ll be disappointed and will want to get rid of you. Nor do you
need to be anxious like Wies, who tended to think that all she had accomplished up to now
didn’t really account for much, that she needed to push herself even harder to make sure people
could see who she is.Once you see the patterns, you’ll find, as we did, that people are on to us
big time. In movies and books a woman only needs to be portrayed as somewhat thoughtful and
astute and the message is clear: she is the eldest. In conversations with women and men during
the year of our research many had a clear image of the eldest daughter: ‘the dutiful one who
wants to take care of everybody’ was a description many gave without much prompting. ‘The



one who feels perpetually responsible for everyone and everything’ was another one that often
came up. While we like to think that each and every one of us is unique, we do also live our lives
according to patterns.Helpful insightsWe wrote this book primarily for eldest daughters. Many of
those we spoke to in the course of our research have let us know how helpful the insights into
the patterns we shared have been to them. ‘So that is why I usually take the lead without really
meaning to,’ more than one of them sighed. Others said: ‘People tell me that I hold myself to high
standards and I’ve never really understood what they meant. Now I begin to see why I’ve always
felt I have to do my utmost.’ With great honesty some of them shared: ‘I sometimes feel jealous
of my youngest sister, who takes life so much more in her stride than I do. Now that we are both
adults I can still marvel at the ease with which she talks to people, makes friends and
approaches life in general. I wish I had more of her flair.’This book is, however, not only for eldest
daughters. Maybe you are not a firstborn but, after one or more boys, you are the first daughter
in your family. Women with an older brother often offered the same comment: ‘He doesn’t do it.’
They would nod at us, implying that we would surely understand what they meant. We did. We
understood that yes, he had been the first to go to school and he had paved the way for them in
the areas of pocket money and coming home late. Also it had certainly been an advantage to get
to know boys through him; but now that their aging mother needs more care, he is nowhere to be
seen. ‘Functional eldest daughter’ is the technical term for the younger sister, who jumps into the
gap he leaves and takes responsibility. These women have not, like real eldest daughters, had to
take the first step in virtually everything, but many of them still end up taking responsibility for the
well-being of the family and they do this brilliantly.Maybe you are mother to an eldest daughter
and you would love to have more insight into her inner life. What is the reason that she feels, or
felt, so responsible at such a young age? Why is she so thoughtful and what makes her want to
drill her younger sisters or brothers in the way she thinks is right? You might have an older sister,
a colleague who is the eldest, a boss, a partner or a friend who you have never fully been able to
make out and who you will understand better through the patterns we describe.How this book is
set upWe begin at the beginning; the first four chapters deal mainly with the past. We describe
the time for which the eldest was the only child and the important impact of these first years
alone with her parents. Then we look at when number two arrives and suddenly the only child
needs to adapt to being the eldest. The conclusions we as little girls draw from that event are
formative for the way we will develop ourselves from now on. You will see the pitfalls for the
eldest daughter and the qualities we cultivate on the basis of the new family constellation.In
chapter five we present the five major qualities that we have found in eldest daughters. Each of
us forges a unique combination of these five traits, but the same potential patterns run in all of
us.The danger of wanting to be perfect is inherent and so we gave this paralyzing predicament a
chapter of its own, chapter six. In chapters seven to eleven we show how eldest daughters find
their way in the world with the qualities they have developed in their youth. We shed light on the
five major life areas: friendship, work, love, your own eldest daughter and your ongoing
relationship with the others you grew up with.At the back of the book you will find four of the



exercises we used to conduct our research during the Eldest Daughter Day. You can do these
exercises by yourself or with others. For those who want to delve deeper we have included a
bibliography with short descriptions of what each book offers. Finally, you will find a test that
allows you to gauge your insight into the effects and typical qualities of each place in the birth
order.Writing this book has taught us a lot and that is why we don’t leave ourselves out of the
equation. Each chapter begins with a glance into the life of one of us. To be honest, seeing how
predictable our feelings and thoughts as eldest daughters are has at times been challenging; we
don’t think we’re alone in wanting to be unique! However, when all is said and done, it is
liberating to realize that all eldest daughters go through more or less the same experiences and
draw more or less the same conclusions: ‘If only I am sweet and good enough, they’ll let me stay’
or something along those lines. Once we acknowledge that this birth position offers a particular
human experience, we can move beyond the reactive patterns and be who we truly are.We have
illustrated the text with quotes from eldest daughters of some fortune and fame, because with
this book we want to encourage eldest daughters young and old. Yes, we are bossy at times, we
tend to take things overly serious, we work too hard or doubt our own abilities too much, but we
are also pillars of strength, faithful friends, hands-on helpers, enterprising organizers and caring
colleagues, bosses, daughters and partners. Even if we ourselves may have a hard time
believing it, we are women who people can count on.

1A little queen…WIES When I was about eight years old, I had a girlfriend who was already ten. I
adored her, not least because she had an older brother. In my eyes this offered numerous
advantages. For one, my friend’s parents allowed her to go to the fair in the evening when it was
dark, because her brother would be with her. She was kind enough to ask him if it would be all
right if I tagged along. He said yes. I was over the moon. I ran to my father to announce this
wonderful news. He said no. Going to the fair in the dark? That would have to wait until I was
older. To his mind – and he was probably right – the fact that the two of us would be
accompanied by the older brother was no guarantee of my safety whatsoever. If I had my heart
set on going to the fair I could do so during the day in the company of a grown-up.On no other
occasion have I been so furious with my father. I cannot recall being in that state of agitation
before or after this incident and I have never felt this rebellious again. Totally incongruently with
my normal character, I sought revenge. Though I have no recollection of the action itself, I vividly
remember my father’s reaction when he discovered that I had taken my felt-tip pens and
coloured in part of the wallpaper in the living room. He was livid.Now, my father was a calm,
friendly and kind-hearted man who gave my younger sister and me lots of leeway. I cannot recall
him exploding from anger ever before, so when he did, it felt to me as if the world was coming to
an end. I had done something completely out of character. I had not been my usual good and
obedient self. I had gone into all-out resistance as if I were a spoilt princess denied the fulfilment
of a silly wish. This irked my father, because if there was anything that he disliked deeply, it was
children with a pout. Sulking was not an option in our home – at least to the extent that my father



could have his way; with three women in the house the occasional pout proved inevitable.The
incident with the felt-tip pens is etched in my memory. For a long time I assumed I had been so
shocked because my father was hardly ever cross with us; I wasn’t accustomed to outrage. Of
course, his outburst had frightened me out of my wits. I always thought that was why this
particular incident has stayed with me for so long – my sister generally remembers much more of
our younger years, while I have forgotten a lot. Now, however, I am inclined to think that this
event made such a lasting impression because I suddenly understood what happened when I
did not fulfil my eldest-daughter role. I had experience of my father being annoyed with others.
He could, for instance, become highly irritated with politicians with whom he disagreed or bad
service in a restaurant. He just had never been angry with me before.I now realize that I never
gave him reason to be. In order to secure my place as the queen within the family I had from a
young age assumed the role of the responsible and caring eldest. I saw how happy I could make
my parents by behaving in this way, which in turn made me feel appreciated. It was a good
arrangement for all of us. Being the eldest and the wisest was the assignment my father had
given me. In general, I stuck to that, until the fateful day that I wanted to go to the fair.Undivided
attentionIn one fell swoop your birth has turned the life of your parents upside down. However
many stories they have heard about having children, however many books they have read on the
subject, it is just like life itself: experience is the only way you can truly find out how it is. There
you are, their first child. You are a miracle to your new-minted parents, your single mother or your
adoptive family. All their attention goes on you, you and nothing else. You only have to heave a
little sigh and they run over to your cot. Your every smile and every movement is recorded in
pictures and videos, shared and written about. As soon as you start to cry, they prick up their
ears. Does she need a clean nappy? Is she hungry? Thus two super-loving adults are
continually busy keeping their newborn happy.
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Zallia2012, “A friend recommended this book to me. A friend recommended this book to me. It
was interesting but the woman who wrote it is European and I grew up in Los Angeles in a
dysfunctional family so a lot of the things she talked about didn't apply to me. But if you grew up
in a 2 parent house hold with siblings and you were the eldest daughter it is interesting, esp. the
chapter on 'Friends'.”

G. M. Walton, “A very revealing look at the phenomenon. As an eldest daughter myself I kept
nodding, murmuring "Yes" and learning new insights into who and how I am. I am sure that
anyone who is an eldest daughter or has a big sister who is will come away with a great deal
more understanding and probably compassion for the burdens and blessings this place in a
family imparts. I just wish it had been written about 40 years sooner!”

Debra Omiatek,MD, “Eldest Daughter Story. A fascinating review of the traits and personality of
Eldest Daughters. Differentiating the effects of parenting and birth order on the daughter from
the son. Current findings in psychology, sociology and other fields indicate significant
differences in children and adults based on birth order. The evidence presented actually opens
the alot of avenues for further study. A good read.”

Dutchess Margaret, “A MUST for everyone you know as a First daughter .... A MUST for
everyone you know as a First daughter: sisters, mothers, friends, aunts. It explains why they are
(sometimes overbearingly so) the caretakers, nurturers and responsible ones. Even to their own
mothers!! Hopefully more translations to come.”

Noreen Paplow, “A must read for eldest daughters!. GREAT INFORMATIION AND CAN REALLY
RELATE TO IT BEING THE OLDEST GIRL IN A FAMILY OF NINE!!The German call that
position "The little mother."”

Over 60, “Five Stars. Excellent- found the material to be insightful”

Symbria, “Very informative book for eldest daughters. If you are the eldest daughter within a
family this book is a must read!!”

Sheryl Glick, RMT, host of Healing from Within, “Eldest Daughters Harness their Strengths.
Lisette Schuitemaker discusses the characteristics and possible advantages or challenges of
being an eldest daughter, and also how the birth order of a child influences their developing view
of themselves and the world. READ THIS BOOK to discover some of the qualities that
distinguish the first born, which include an extraordinary sense of responsibility, a tendency to
take the lead, a fear of making mistakes, being hit hard by criticism and caring for others to the



point of exhaustion. First born children sometimes have an innate intelligence and do better at
school than their younger siblings and often become accomplished leaders in whatever field
they chose to go onto. We also will discover the characteristics of the second child and middle
child, and how they also develop qualities which help the family to be more united. Each child
offers special advantages for the family unit. Some of the eldest daughters discussed in this
book are, Sheryl Sandberg, Lady Gaga, Whoopy Goldberg, and Meryl Streep. A good read for
eldest children and parents wishing to know more about the uniqueness of their children, and
also for understanding that the family is a unit where everyone finds the space to express
themselves.”

Anonymous, “Worthwhile Read. Interesting book. Explains a lot hahaha! Feel like it had holes in
some parts and lots my attention im others. Hiwever, a good read if your an eldest or you know
an eldest etc. Has given me a deeper understanding of the impact of birth order, so very glad I
read it. Feel part of a tribe :)”

S. H. Gilfillan, “Excellent book. I like the blend of research and personal experience. An enjoyable
and informative read which will influence how I behave with my siblings..for the good I hope!
There is plenty of information whatever your birth position though the focus is what it means to
he an eldest daughter. I was surprised to discover some traits I thought were uniquely mine are
common to most eldest daughters!”

The book by Lisette Schuitemaker has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 96 people have provided
feedback.
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